
CHAPTER - VIII 

The p~esent author neither pretends that the foregoing pages 

have covered all the important questions that can be as~ed about 

the past perfective in English nor ventures to offer any sweeping 

solutions to the problems discussed. It should by now be clear that 

the present study is by and large expository in nature" ·It has 

sought to expose the anomalies in the descriptl.ons··of the past 

perfective as well. as in its pra9matic use. But exposition of' any 

kind is seldOm non-resultative. The present· study indeed has 

yielded some results. which it will be our task to catalogue' 'in 

the first section of :this SUmming up. The secona and '£mal 'section 

seek~ to ext~pd the hOrizons of this expository study by giving 

a deconsttuct.:ive turn to the survey. If it does nothing else, it 

at least weclorres the possibility of deconstructive readings of · 

English grarrmatical texts : that is to say, it tentatively $Uggests 

that a •aeconstruction'.of English grammar is· not wholly imposible. 

This section will, however, inescapably· repeat some of the material 

already used in the ·earlier· chapters; ·but it will do so from a, 

fresh angle#· with a· view to (as we have declared in the first 

section of 'Introduction•)· pointing to the nature of the problem 

and the probable sources of the·complexities involved in both 

theore~~~?l. and practical us~~ o~ the past perfective. 
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'(i) 

Sifting the results obtained from the kind of study that 

t.'ITe have made of the· past perfective in English, we may come up 

with the following points. 

(1) The past perfective in general, and ~.rhat is called the 

paradoxical past per~~c~ive ~n particular, demand further 

discussion. and explanation_ :t!"lan is available. As regards 

the paradoxical past p~rfective (the ;east-perfective+ 
' .. 

before + ;east 1::erfective -and the simple past + before + 

past ·perfective structures), we have in theory not only 

· as many~ as -seven entirely aiffez:ent_ explanat~~n.s; ~u1; 

al-so what might b~ C::~lled .Quirk~~ech contradiction 

(the first section pf Chapter IV makes the latter 
. I ' . . 

clear). The collation _of=. these e;xplan_ations - Jespersen 

(1924 ·: 266). & (1931 : 83), Q~irk t=t .al (1985 ; 1020), 

Quirk. (Appendix I), l,eech (Appendix_ II), the c;c~I.p 

(1987 : 6Q6), an¢. ~dgren (1971.: ~33-4L--:- rende.:r::s it 

impossible, to _deploy. the non~no~m~l past perfect~ve 

at the pragmatic level. While it should be highly . - . . ,._ 

debatable whether the paragoxical or no~-norm~l_use 

of the_ past perfective is a~ all necessary, the present 

study_ at least makes it abundantly clear th~t ~his queer 

variant of the past perfective -- if allowed to ex~st 

--needs be protected.from its susceptibility to more 

than one interpretation. 
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(2) The linguistic formulae available for tense in general 

and the pluperfect in ~articular do not wholly cover the 

issues we are concerned with. 

('3) usage is· more often than not ·seen to be wayward in 

positing past-within-past. 

<4Y Responses from Indian schools and schools abroad 

(including Eton and Harrow) show that teaching (and 

learning) of the issues raised (namely, thOse-referred· 

to in the first· section of • In~roduction•) greatly 

varies. In ~he matter of highlighting the non-occurrence 

or non-factuality of. any· of ·the past events,' the··infor;.;. 

mants are, however, in· total accord.;. They avoid the·

simple ·past+ before+ past perfective or Past· perfective 

. +,before + ·past perfective ~tructure; and ,rely either 

on the ·use· of :the sinple: past throughout or on other 

convenient paraphrases , instead • .".rhis ·unison in the · 

appro_ach indeed challenges the existence·of the~•para

doxical'' past perfective at the, pragmatic level. 

(5) 'l'he •overuse' of the past perfective is not so much 

"one of the salient characteristics of many varieties 

o£ Indian English•• as Comrie (1985 : 69) suggests. 

(ii) 

'l'he suitability of a deconstructive approach towards the 

presentation of the past. perfective (especially in before-clauses) 
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in grammatical texts can positively be guessed from Jacques 

Derrida• s [nsi.st-ehc,.e . that deconstruction is II a process, an 

activity of reading, irreducible to concept or methodn (Norris : 

1987 : 21 J and that "deconstruction is the vigilant seeking out 

of those •aporias•, blindspots or moments of self-contradiction 

where a text involuntarily betrays the tension between rhetoric 

and logic, between what it manifestly means to say and what it 

is nonetheless constrained,-to mean~~-- (ibid.- :. 19, Norris's emphases). 

Derrida him~elf points out in Margins (:l972 : 305, quo~c;i in 

·Norris : 1987 : 24). z 

It (deconstruction} demands that one become engaged 

in it ~v-.ithout en<ilessly c~cl~ng .round the. form of 

these texts~ that one decipher the law of their 

internal conflicts; of_ their heterogeneity,. of their 

contradictions •••• 

; ~ . 
In every text there is al~Jays a possibility for the writer 

• .. to be lost c.i:~'c moments in self-contradictions or in presuppositions. 

As Derrida (1'967' trans. 1976 ·: ·157•8) explains: 

••• the writer writes in a language and in a logic . . ~· . . ·---
vJhose proper system, laws., and life his d:Lscourse 

by definition cannot dominate absolutely. He uses 

them only by letting himself, after a fashion and 

up to a point., be governed by ~he ~yste~-" ,And reading 
must always aim at a certain re.lationship, unperceived 

by the writer, i:etween what he commands and what he 

does not command of the patterns of the language he 

uses. 
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Derrida's own reading of the text of Rousseau shows how 

Rousseau is caught unawares in the· tangle of self-contradictions. 

In his treatment of the origin of music Rousseau points out that 

rralody which is the natural, spontcneous impulse in music gradually 

degenerates into harmony which is only skilful and sophisticated 

arrangement of musical notes. But he painfully betrays the gap 

bett-1een this rhetoric and his logic as he states that melody 11 has 

its principle in har.mQny, since it is an harmonic analysis which 

gives the degrees of the scale, the chords of the mode, and the 

laws .. of. the modulations,. the only elements . of singing"_ (quoted 

in Norris : 1987 : _1.08). This prqmpts· Derrida (1967·, trans. 1976 : 

229.) to say that Rousseau 11 declares what be wishes to sax",• b:Ut 

11 he says or describes that which he does not wish to saz" (Derrida•s 

emphases). Derrida ~indS almost the same blindspot in the t~t of 

Plato. Plato, who cond~mns writing as somewhat degenerated form 

of speech and to t11hom writ_ing is not "gnesios~• but 11 a bastard" 

(Derrida 1 1972, trans. 1981 1 148.), only slips into self-cont~::a;_ 

diction as he states in Phaedrus : 

P.haedrus - What sort of discourse have you 

now in mind, and what is its origin? 

socrates ..-The sort that goes together with 

knowledge and is written in the 

soul of the learner. 

{Quoted in Derrida. :. 1.972, trans. 1981: 
. ' ' 

148) 
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Derrida notes this involuntary contradiction in Plato and points 

out that 

••• it is not only less remarkable here that· 
the so-called living discourse should suddenly 
be described by a •metaphor• borrowed from the 

' ' 

order of the'very thing one is trying to exclude 
from it, the order of its simulacrum. 

What these citations from Derrida suggest is that he does not 

attempt deconstruction on the basis of the dual role of the referent, 

: but plnpoints his deconstructive argt.iment to c.atch the 11 internal 

conflicts31 on the basis of the 9ne .- to - one relation :bet~reen 

the signifier and the signified. 

A self-contradiction or blindspot or an aporia o£ this type 

can be traced in several areas of English gram.rnatical texts as 

well. (one such area taken up by the r~cent major studies in the 

.rnoderiJ. English language - for example, by Huddleston (1984.) -

is the word classes· in Engl;Lsh or,·. to use a familial: phrase, ~l;le 

parts- of speech in English). The way the English p.ast perfect_ive 

has been presented in grQmmatic~ texts seems to have involved 

self-contradiction or·blindspot. Even the monumental. Comprehensive 

Grammar (Quirk et al : 1985) seems to remain, on a careful study, 

self"""interrogating in the matter of describing the u~e of th~ past 

perfective -in different sentence structures and revealing its 

possible implications. In their interpretations of the use of the 
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past .rJerfecti.ve, most grammarians often ±en.d to go outside 
--~ . 
r 

the text of given sentence.&; but, as Derrida has pointed out, 

".Il n•y a pas; de hors ... texte ••-" There is no •outside' to the 

text" (Derrida : 1967, trans. 1976 : 158_). 

_With ·these preliminary remarks we may now turn to the texts 

of some celebrated authors to see. how the use of the past perfec

tive often invites semantic problems. we shall a<lso take up tl)e 

te~ts of some top grarnm&·ians_ in order ~ see hm-1 far the th~ries· 

relating to the past perfective go beyond what is provided irl a . - . . . . . - . -

given sentence and in-what ways the blindspot~ or contradictions 

rernairi hidden in the theories. 

Language~ a~ saussure puts it, "is a system of signs in which the 

only essential thing is the tmion of meanings and acoustic images 11 

(quoted in 'c;uller 1986 : 30). sut this attachment of meanings to 

the signs which 't'ie may call the relationship between the signi~fer __ 

and the_ signif-ied is- always __ ,ar:bitrary in nature, and the sign.:l,fica

tion -rests on di~f~ent_:tation •. As for. example, the_ signified of 

•cat•· is not wha~ is signified by •bat• only because the s,i,gnifier 

•cat' differs from the signifier 'bat•, bpt this is arbitrary since 

it is not possible to justify why •cat• is •cat• and not_ something 

eise. 'l'his is. true of all signifiers except for the onomatopoe.;Lc: 

words. The cry of a crotr.T is •caw• and it is different from. •c;rqw• 

not because it simply differs, but because of the fact that the 
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signifie~ • ca~r• resembles the sound a crot.'i produces as 9pposed 

to the sound •crow' produced by a cock. This apart, the signifier -

·signified relation i.s _arbitrary. This arbitrariness is very much 

patent. in, the wqrds tl5ed as ~uxiliary ver:k>s. These are made to 

•signify' in association with the main verbs. For example, in 

• .I shall do it' the auxiliary • shall • in isolation does ·not signify 
.. . 

anything. It is in itself semantically void, but it is made to 
. ~ . . 

help the main verb • do' signify further by. the syntactical order 

of the sentence· struct~e. or, it is made to :be an indication for 
semantic signification of the main verb· "do'. There. is thus an 

11 excess of the syni;actic over the semantic" (D~rrida : 1972," 

trans. 1981 : 221 ) .• 'Xhe point may be best explained by what Derrida 

has said of the word 'between~ 1 

The word·' between' has no full meaning 
of· its own• Inter act.iilg forms a syntactical. 

play; not a categorem;, but a syncategorem = 
what philosophers from the Middle Ages to 

Husserl's Logical In~estigation~ have called 

an incomplete signification. 

(ibid.) 

This; is seen . to be equally true of. • has·• or • have·~ ussd to form . 

the 'present' perfective. But the semantic emptiness of the auxil.:Lq.ry 

verbs is all the more ref lee ted in 'had•: forming the past peJ:£ec

tive -- and especially in the past perfective in a before~clause. 
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A diachro~ic study of the use o£ the past perfective reveals 

that the Old Engli~h form'that ~1hich he before said' in the usage 

gradually gave t-1ay to 'that tr.rhich he had said' (Jespersen a 1924 a 

262). Here the signifier • had•, used as an auxiliary to the main 

verb • said' 1 is made to signify what is signified by 'before• in 

the Old English fo.rm - • that. which he before said'. But neither 
' . 

of the two signi:fj,ers ('before• and •·had•) can signify each other, 

and thus the problematising substitution of 'had' for 'before .. in 

a sentence to denote a, remote past only overtakes the _logic of 

sense. And, natural,ly, tne l.l~e of '.had' in the before-clause often 
. ! . ' • 

creates c;listurbing anO. contr~dictOry effects as is evident from 
' ' . . 

the :follpwing extract £rom R.A. scott_ - James (1958 rpt : 26) : 

"Before the golden age of Greek literature had come to an end the 

main problem o£ criticism had already been settled••. Quite_ unar~tares, 

the writer is here eXposing a conflict between his_intention and 

scription, }1is_ rhetoric and logic._ 'rhe text here suffers from an 

indeterminacy of meaning as to which event preceded wh.ich. Perhaps 

because of· this· problematic replacerrent of · • before• .by • had• (as 

in • that_ which he had said' ) in the case of a 'past of a past• ~ 

the orthodox grammarians have put much restriction on the use of 

the past perfective# and Nes~ield (1~53 .: 176•9) thus goes so far __ 

as to say : nThe past perfect ought neve:r t9. be used at all except 

to show .. che priority of one past event to another11• 
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But despite this sort of prescription, the problem continues, 

and that it does is clear from the foLlowing sentence from Long 

(1982 : 245) t-Jhich cannot but dra;..1 one·• s attention to the prob-

lematic • had' in a before-c !a use : 

At fifty years of age_, and before Jeremy 

Collier had driven his dramas· from the 

s;tage, .Dryden turned from dramatic work to

throw himself into the strife of reli'gion 

and politics, writing at this period his 

numerous prose and political treatises. 

Now, no history of English literature would c::laim that Jeremy. 

Collier! s action preceC!ed Dr.yden' s turning from dramatic work •. 

And that surely Long as a historian,: too# does not think so i~ 

evident from the chronological table he furnishes at the end of 

the chapter. But the rub here is that the position of 'had• in 

the before-cl~:use complicates the meaning of the sentence-the 

t:text• -beyond its intention and sense of logiC. 

; 

Even Jespersen (1945 : 56 fn) is seen to have i~adulgE?d ~I1 a 
l 

similar sort of tensing_ away. of time t..rhen- he writ~s ; "Thi$ was 

w.r; itten b~~ore s_chucJ.9.ng • .. • had, callc=d in. question". Whe _ chr9no

~ogical arrangement of events that the sentence intends to conyey 

is : 

1st event : This was written. 

2nd event : sehucking e alled in question .. 
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since Jespersen just cannot mean it to be the other way round. 

And if he cannot, the past perfective {'had called in question') 

definitely damages the meaning present to the consciousness of 

the writer at the moment of signifying the event. Qui.rl~ (see 

Appendix ·r), however, comes forward to defend Jespersen with the 

idea Of . the presence Of an II unexpressed reporting ClaUSell in 

Jes:p::rsen•s sentence. Quirk's opinion is that the sentence shOuld 

be read in the follovring way: nThis was W.L'itten before (;!: learned 

that) schucking ••• had called in question •••• Maybe Quirk is 

here over ieaping the boundary of the text and slips into an 

• ap6ria• ·of presupposition. But even if one is allmved to go· 

beyond the text, even. if the presupposition of the existence of a 

third event ('I learned that•) is taken for <;ranted, the situation 

does not really ·improve. For, in that case the chronologicSI arrange

rrent of th~ events would be : 

.. 
1st event .:. This was written. 

2nd event .... schi.lckin:g called in question. 

3rd event - I 1e arned that .• 

- ' . ~ ~ ,. - . 
And under no circumstances can nschucking called in questionn 

be the fiJ:"st event denoting the renptest past,. This then boils Cl.own 

to the f s.ct that the removal of • had•· could have saved the situa-

tion without seeking help from the presupposition. 

In his Modern English Grammar, Jes1;--ersen (1931 : 83.) is caught, 

to take a phrase from Derrida (1972, trans. 1981 : 20J,in the 



11 dehiscence between writing and wanting - to - say (vouloir -

dire )" lflhen he comments on the use of • had' in when • clause a - -
In the following two quotations, the use of the 

pluperfect in the when - clauses, where the simple 

preterit would have been normal, seems to have been 

induced by the pluperfect in the main sentence : Hardy 

R 374 when his mind had been weaker his heart had led 

him to speak out I Rose Macaulay P s When they had been 

little they had watched each other's plates with 

hostile eyes. 
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If •the simple preterit' .is normal, then the pluperfect (that 

is, the past perfectiveJ is just the opposite; ana if 'had' in 

the ~ -clause "seems to have been induced by the plqperfect 

in the main clause", then it is not a_ signifier at all. But 

Jespersen seems to· impose on the lack, the void in • had'' in the 

when - clause the value of a signifier though what he wants to -. 
say about it is c::lea:r from the statement that "the simple preterit 

would have been oormal"o Thus, in his commentary on •had• in the 

when-clauses of the s~ntences ~s quoted_in the extract, Jespersen -
inevitably - to borrow Derrida' s (1972, trans. 1981 : 20) comment 

on Rousseau - "describes what he does not want to say". 

In his deconstruction of Plato, Derrida (1972, trans. 1981: 

159) questions : 



••• why Plato, wh~le subordinating or condemning 

v1riting, should have written so muc~ ••. ]11d1'd-in_9_ 

writing in writing, lodging against it that 

complaint (grapQe) whose reve~berations even today 

have not ceased to resound. 

and comes to the conclusion that 

This • contradiction •, which is nothing othe~ than 

the relation • to - self o£ diction as it opposes 
~tself to scription, as it chases itself (away) 

in hunting down what is properly its tra~ --

this contradiction is not contingent. 

what Derriaa means to say here is equally true of Henderson 
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(1954 : 53) v1ho uses the simple past (in passive ·voj;ce) ·in both 

·the mad clause··and the before.o.clause while· explaining the past 

perfec~ive.b~:t employs. the_past perfective+ before.+ simple past 

patt?r~ in . the ~xample. be gives in support of his explanation: 
' 

The past perfect tense denotes that one action 

WS$ finished .before another· action was' .begun ·-•,., 

'He had lef:t the house before you telephoned •. 

A·Derridian might ask·why Hez:1derson uses in the· same breath the 

simple ,pasiia ·(in the passive voice} in both the clauses of. a. 

sentence, and the p~t perfective for the ant~rior past in the 

example he gives. Evidently, Henderson here suffers from ·contra

dic~ion , and· that is what Derr ida ·· (1972 :trans. : 1981 . t 158) ·calls 

the -simultaneous affirmation. o:E the being· • ··outside of the .outside 

and o:f its injur.ieus intrusions into the inside".· 
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Quirk et al (1985 :. 1020} make the issue all the more complicated. 

They cite the following four examples 

I-~ him before he saw me C11J 
I had seen· him be:fore he ~ me Ll2J . 
I~ him be:fore he had seen me- L13J 
.I had- seen him be:fore he had seen me I:+ 4J 

'k'll'ith this opinion that "These four semtences .,seem to. be .. equiva.lent 

in meaning•P. The·_ very word -~seem' reg~sters strong tentativeness 

and we-may say that Quirk et al are not sure of the sense of logic 

that the sentences convey. Gn one occasion Quirk et al (1985 : 

196) think that ";.. the past per:fective does not have to refer 

to a more remote-time than referred to by' the simple past", and 

support the· interchange'a:bili ty of the past perfective and the 

simple past in sentences with after- clause. They, however, remain 

silent about similar sentences with before-clause. Then they 'cite 

four examples of b~fore-clause ~ e9ch c;>f 'which is differ.ent in 

structure from another --- to point out that "these four exa,wples 

seem to be equ~yalent in meaning11
• The conclusions they draw are · 

that 

sentence Cl3./ awe~s to be paradoxical in that 

the second in the succession of events is marked 

with the past per£ective, contrary to what ·we have 

noted above in after - and T.~hen - clauses. The -
explanation • • • is th¢lt the before-clause in 

/:13J, and perhaps also in C14J, may be non

factual : that is to say, ,the event in the before-
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a chance to see me because I evaded him')• 
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(1985 ' 102<;)) 

Se> tvhat we find Quirk et al doing here is simply this : they 

begin by saying that sentence L13J seems to be at a par in 

meaning with the other three sentences, but rush in to the conclu

sion that i•sentence c13J appears to be paradoxical" owing to 

the use of the past pel;'fective in the before - clause:~ The ~pla

nation they offer is that 11 the before • clause in· {.-13J, and 

'perhaps a~so iil ~14J, may be non-factual" (emphases mine; note 

the tone of. tent~tiv.emess). words like·· •.seem• ,, 'p~rnaps' and ".rpay 

ben indeed make the ·conceptual analysis of the past· perfective 

by Quirk et al pretty inconclusive and so unhelpful. That any 

deconstructive reading o£ a text cannot s~ply overlook this type 

of apparently unimpOrtant ~:!lords is made clear by Norris (1987 ~-

111•2) when he sayst 

·.But .what Roussea-q wants to think and what his texts 

a~tually say .are t'-'10_ very diffe..rent ma1':-teJ;s. And 
this-difference is there to be·read in the·play 

of grammatical ·moods. ~d- tenses (•would haire•, 
'might yet be',. •would always have been' and 

·so forth) which mark Rousseau• s discourse at 

certain crucial points in hip argument. 

And, .looking back to Quirk et al's (1985 a ·1020) treatment()£ the 

:past perfective, we may venture to say that ·the cohabitation· of 
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assumptions with critical motifs reveals the Comprehensive Grammar 

text (Quirk et al : 198~ : 1020) as a sort of "rhetorical opera

tion rather than a solid foundation"., to quote .a phrase from 

Culler (1979 ·: 171 J. 

Geoffrey leech, in a letter (see Append.i.X II) to the present 

author fully endorses the possibility of the non-fac~ual past· 

perfective in before • clauses as presented in section 14.27 of 

Quirk et al (1985 : 1020) and does nat at all see ho\i the problema

tising drift in the diction puts the concept of non-factuality 

there on a fluid state instead of a solid base. To make his point 

clear Leech, in the letter just referred to, brings in the example 

11He stopped the ball before it had reached the boundary" (see 

AppendiX II), and points out that 11 the past perfect indicates 

non-fulfilmentn. This in his view is synonymous with nthe hyPQthe ... 

tical past perfect11 •. He further points out;. that "the same meaning, 

in this case, co.uld be expressed by the past simple or by the use 

of •could' : ~·· 'He stopped the ball before it reached the 

boundary• (where non-fulfilment .is required by the context) and 

'He stopped the hallbefore it could reach the boundary• "• so, 

the original example, according to Leech, may be replaced by two 

other versions of which we will, for our purpose, leave out the 

alternative in ·1:11hich ·• could • is used and take up the one tv herein 

the simple past is used. And in doing so we get the following pair 

of alternatives. : 



(a) He stopped the ball before it had re_ached 

the boundary • 

(b) He stop~d the ball before it reach,ed the 

boundary •• 
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The basic point in the sentences, according to ~ech,. is the 

non-£ulfilment o£ action in the before-clauses. But ne adds a 

point - "where non-fulfilment is required by context".- ;i.n 

parenthesis when he recasts. the sentenc_~ wit,h onl~ the simplfii!. 

past in the .before-- clause. This m~ans tha,t .;it is the context 

that determines the_nc>n-fulf~lrnent in the before. '!0' clause without 

the-pastperfec:tiv~~ and that_ the p~t perfective ~n the before.

clause of the original sentence dete~m.ines its non-fulfilment,. -
I ' • ' • 

without depending on the context. But, in actuality,_ in both, tpe 

versions the non-fulfilrrent <;:>f -action. in the. before-clause is 

determined_ b¥ t~ context. For, the· ball is stopped firs~, .and 

there is no question_ of·its reaching the boundary. Thu~. the -non

fulfilrneA·t of ·the aCtion in the before-clause in :this case is ... . . - - . •' . -; ; 

dependent on· the head~claus~, no matter whetheJ:: _the before-clause 

is in the . past peJ;fective or in t-he ·simple past.-

In hi.s interpre'\::.ation of the t~ of the two . v~rsions of th~ 
. -

same implication Leech therefore tries to. bring in a preconceived 

not.ion which the texts of the sentences disown. Leech• s ana:l.ysi.s 

evidently suffers from an • aporia' of presupposition and_ thus 
. . 

"bears within i.tseif the disruptive potential of a deconstructive 
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reading" 1 to borr0\'1 a phrase from Norris (1983 rpt. : 48)• 

Dec1er¢k (1979 b' :· 728) suffers from what may be called a 

semantic sl;i.Rpage when he answers his r!letorical questipn: 

What then is the difference between a past 

tense and a past perfect in before - clause? 
For orie thing;_ the past perfect. ·lacks· the 

implicature of realized action which goes· 

aiong ~rith the J;>ast tense .. Thus (58) The . 

general tortured his' Erisoners before 

he had interrogated them· leaves us 

quite uninformedo·as to whether the 

R£_is~ners_wer~ ·subseg-qe¥,ntly interrogat~_2 

or not.. secondly, unlike the use of the 

_past tense, the use· of the past-perfect 

somehow reminds us of· the · alte.rnative 

state of ,~fairs, ~ .• e. of what. 

did not hapPen but could have 

· happened. Thus, besides 'expressing 

explicitly that the·. general tortured· 

his ;er-isoners. first, sentence (5~) 

somehotr.r makes· us thin1< of the alter

native order of event~ i~e. qf the fact 

that it would have been possible to 

interroQate the prisoners before· torturin~ 

them. (Emphases mine) 

on a careful reading of the. passa~e it becomes ·,clear that the 

·•text• of the above interpretation questions its very construction. 

If the sentence cited as an example leaves one quite un-informed 
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of the action in the before - clause, one may question how the 

same sentence alternatively reminds one of 1r1hat did not happen 

(which means a defin'ite information about the action) but could 

have happened. Further, with regard to the first implication, 

Dec~erck puts the action in the before clause (i.e. the event 

of interrogation) in the second position on the tirne•scale ( 11 t'l1hether 

the prisoners were subseqtiently interrogated or.not"l, but h~ 

reverses its. position as he speaks of the alternative implication 

("it t'\Tould have been possible to interrogate the prisoners before 

torturing them") •. There is· thus., to borrot"l. Norris's (1987:188) 

words about what Derrida finds in Plato, "a co~stant ·oscii:latiqn 

of meaning11 in the text o:J; Declerck's commentary on the use of the 

past perfective iri a before - clause •. It is not hard to see that 

·this oscillation. has, in NOrris's (ib~d.) phrase again, "undermined 

any straightforw.ard univocal. re.ading"- of Declerck's text. 

t1hat Declerck is doing heJ::e is simply hunting meaning for • had• 

in a before -. clause~ And, indeed, if ··he had been the framer of 

the sentence he cites as an example, he t11qu~6 nqt have had a 

definite, communicable meaning for it in mind .... The notion of 

meaning" is ·something that is "present to the consciousness of the 

speaker, which is. then expressed through signs or ~ignals : meaning 

is what the speaker 'has in mind' at the· crucial moment« (Culler : 

1979 ~· 162}. None can be sure of what exact meaning Declerck is 

seeking to invest the past perfective with in the before - clause 
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of his example ('The general tortured his prisoners before he had 

interrogated them'). 

Equally unconvincing is D~clerck's (1979 b : 730 - 1) conten

tion that the examples 

(67) _I concealed myself before he 

had seen me. 

(68) The messenger was killed before he 

had delivered the message. 

(69) The witness disappeared before the· 

inspector had heard -him. 
(70) The -SUrgeon ·-started operating 

before the patient .had been 

anaesthesiZed. 

(ibid. : 730) 

are cases 11 similar to traditional examples of a modal past 

perfect.. s.uch as· 

(71) I :~rlished John had opened the door ... 

(72) John behaved as if he had been 

there himself.· 

(ibid.; : 731)' 

The point Declerck overlooks here is that modal sentences are 

modal not for· the tense ... f·act~r .but for some other _ signifiers 

(such as 'wish',; • as it', ·'as though' etc.) signifying the mood. 

Declerck's (71) and (72) carry with them such signifiers q_£3 

'wished' and • as if • .which indeed propel the sentences towards 
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being modal or hypothetical. These signifiers are markedly absent 

from the examples (67 J - (70). Declerck actually is supplementing 

he.re signifi~ation to what is in essenc::e deficient in it, and in 

so doing he unwittingly slips into a 'b.lindspot•, an • aporia•. 

· ~lhat the fore-going discussion reveals is that it is a: trif:le 

arbitrary to say that·a before- clause with the past perfective 

signifies non-factuaiity. A deconstructive analysis of the sentence 

"I saw him before he had seen me" shows that none of the signifiers 

in the before ..;. clause signi#ies non.;.£ actuality.' It .also -shows that 

the signified ('non-factuality') is claimed to' have evolved o.ut 

of ltlhat (• before•, .• had seen' ) does not' 'in 'any way signify to 

that effect. There 'thus emerges a gap be~ween the signifier and 

the signified if. t'ITe are in 'quest of. •non~fact.uality' .in the. simple 

past + before + past wrfective. or the ,east ··;perfective'+ before + 

past perfective struc~ure. And that is inter -~ what this thesis 

purports. to establish. 


